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#TimesNotUp Trump Tweets

Emboldened by the success of his tough stance toward North Korea, president Donald “The
Duck” Trump announced an innovative new approach to everything from climate change to
sexual assault.
“#TimesNotUp!” the president tweeted early Sunday morning, to coincide with the annual
Spring Forward observed in most portions of the U.S. “Instead of moving the clock forward
once a year, we will move it back an hour every day.”
Sarah Huckabee Sanders confirmed the policy at a press conference later in the day.
“It’s brilliant,” Sanders said, standing before a looming clock with hands pointing to ten
forty-five. “No one will ever again be able to move the Doomsday clock to midnight. The president and his friends can assault all the women they want. The polar ice cap is already freezing
again. Manufacturing jobs are rushing back to the Rust Belt, soon to surpass 1950s levels. And
best of all, workers will have their work day lengthened by an hour every day, until they are
working twenty-four seven.”
“What do the labor unions say about that?” asked Jorge Somar of Univision.
“What unions?” Sanders asked. “There are no unions. The president has never heard of any.”
Somar explained that in the 1950s, over thirty percent of workers were represented by labor
unions. “If the clock is rolling back, it stands to reason we will have that level of union strength
again,” Somar said.
Somar was removed from the room by armed guards and has not been heard from since.

End the Wars at Home
& Abroad
Sunday, April 15

11:30 am Gather at Lake Merritt
Amphitheater
12:30 pm, March to Oscar Grant Plaza
1:30 pm, Rally at 14th & Broadway,
Oakland

by Tory

Free the #Black Pride 4!

On June 17,, 2017 a coalition of Queer and Trans people
of color and some allies disrupted the columbus ohio pride
parade, hypocritically and erroneously called the Stonewall
columbus pride festival and parade. The nonviolent direct
action consisted of about ten people linking arms with their
mouths taped shut stood across the parade to block it. They
were calling out police violence against black people in columbus (two murders in 2016 Tyree King and Henry Green
with no subsequent charges of the police) and specifically
bringing attention to the heinous acquittal of the cop murderer of Philandro Castile in minneapolis the day before.
They planned to block the pride parade for seven minutes
to highlight the seven shots fired into Philandro Castile.
They were also raising awareness of the ever increasing
number of murders of Trans women of color, at an all time
high nationwide. It is the duty of Queers to stand against
police violence and murder of people of color and the endless cruelty and violence directed at Trans women of color.
Certainly these atrocities must be raised at pride events, their
corporate duplicity exposed for what it is. This day in June,
brave Queer comrades of color did just that!
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The police, having received a “tip” that protestors were
blocking the parade, descended on the action violently, with
mace, using excessive force on a determinedly peaceful
but militant action. Four African American Queers were
arrested: Wripley Bennet, Kendall Denton, Ashley Braxton
and Deandre Miles. This last February, Bennet, Denton, and
Braxton were convicted of six out of eight misdemeanor
charges, including disorderly conduct and resisting arrest.
The fourth person, Deandre Miles, has been falsely accused
of aggravated robbery, alleged to have reached for a cop’s
gun and is being tried separately on felony charges. Miles
denies this accusation. As UltraViolet goes to press there is
a call for a National Day of Action to #Free the Black Pride
4 on Monday March 12. LAGAI Insurrection and QUIT!
(Queers Undermining Israeli Terrorism!) Have written letters in support of the Black Pride 4 part of a letter writing
campaign. TGI Justice Project is screening the documentary
movie about Miss Major (MAJOR!) as an event to support
the Black pride 4.
The columbus pride group, which it takes it name
from the famous Stonewall rebellion in Greenwich village
in 1969, led by Trans women of color including Marsha P
Johnson and Sylvia Rivera, has actively worked against the
Black pride 4. Although a number of people quit the board
of the organization in response to the arrests and in protest
of the columbus pride board’s condescension and refusal to
intervene, the chair of the board of trustees, tom mcartney,
testified in court against the Black Pride 4 calling them a
hate group. Furthermore a promised meeting with the community about the egregious arrests of the Black Pride 4 was
summarily canceled by executive director karla rothan. The
pride board has been criticized for encouraging increased
policing of the pride event, making it much less accessible

to Queers of color.
Radical anti-capitalist Queers have been disrupting
pride parades since the early days when they stopped being
grassroots demonstrations of Queer liberation and became
bastions of evil corporations, complete with floats advertising
smells fargo, killer kaiser permanente and battalions of police
marching along pretending to care about Queer people. In
1992 ACT-UP stopped the SF parade every 7 minutes, with a
large die-in, representing how often people were dying from
AIDS that year. I can attest just how disruptive that was!
After many years of parade crashing, in 1998 LAGAI
Queer Insurrection did a big Crash the Parade campaign
complete with creative wheat pasting targeting the barricades and the corporate sponsorship. The slogan was “IT’S
A MOVEMENT NOT A MARKET.”
In 2002 Gay Shame had a vomitorium specifically targeting budweiser a heinous corporate sponsor. Gay Shame
activists made a seven-foot-tall cardboard budweiser can
that read “Vomit Out Budweiser Pride and the Selling of
Queer Identities.”
In 2012 Occupride broke into the parade with the message, it’s a COMMUNITY NOT A COMMODITY.
More recently in 2015 there were pride parade disruptions by Black Queer and Trans people in boston, denver,
durham and chicago, all calling for an end to police violence.
In 2017 in addition to the columbus action there were pride
disruptions in seattle, new york, boston, DC, phoenix, chicago, all decrying police murder and corporatization of our
movement.
The evil billionaire white supremist government is trying
to criminalize every single bit of dissent. The columbus pride
board is complicit in helping stop this right to protest. The
Black Pride 4 were exercising their first amendment rights.
We as anti-racist anti-capitalist anti-assimilationist, antipatriarchy Queers have a duty and right to get our message
out wherever we want, most especially during, in front of,
or beside the monster pride parade. It started as our liberation. How dare they arrest and charge the Black Pride 4?!?
F.T.P.

US PROstitutes Collective welcomes

EMPOWER

sex worker collective from Thailand
Monday, March 19, 7:00 pm
Omni Commons Ballroom
4799 Shattuck Avenue, Oakland, CA
four women from EMPOWER will speak
cosponsored by LAGAI & QUIT!
uspros@prostitutescollective.net
415-626-4114

Mo (Marilyn) Kalman, always a proud fat, Jewish,
politically active working class dyke, died on January 23rd,
2018 at John Muir Hospital in Walnut Creek. She was 64.
Mo was born in the Bronx, NY on May 29 and attended
college at the State University of New York at New Paltz.
She then moved to the Bay Area where she became involved
in radical movements. Mo quickly became a tenants’ rights
activist, in part because of her own housing problems, and
was a founding member of the SF Tenants Union. She helped
to establish a number of tenant clinics and was a member
of the West Bay Law Collective, which according to the
examiner had represented over a thousand tenants by 1983.
Julie -- I first met Mo in 1981. A group of us (including Blue W and Deeg) had been laid off/fired when the
vending company we worked for was sold to a company
that didn’t hire women. After being screwed over by a
law firm that was known for sex discrimination law suits
(they stalled around until the six-month statute of limitations had passed) she advised us on whether we had any
remaining legal rights. Mo was studying to be a lawyer
the old-fashioned way (really old fashioned) by interning
with lawyers instead of going to law school. She passed
the Bar in 1986, joined a women’s law collective, Bayside
Legal Advocates, and opened her own office in 2002,
focusing on tenants’ rights. Negotiating large monetary
settlements for her evicted clients was her specialty, trying
always to avoid going to court.

Mo Kalman

Now or Else. Hundreds of people partied. In 1991, a group
of dykes, including Mo, decided to organize a LIAHO float
as an official contingent in Pride. Many of us were opposed
to LIAHO becoming a part of corporate pride. This caused a
split between many of us in the radical fat dyke community.
Mo formed a butch singing and dance group, Faté that
performed in female drag. They performed at LAGAI’s last
benefit, The War in Central America is a Drag Show. Mo
was an organizer of the Dyke March for many years, and
after her knee surgeries in the early 2000’s could be found
selling t-shirts and holding down the table at the celebration
and rally. She continued to be politically active until her
death. She is survived by her long-time lover and fat activist,
Susan Goldberg.
Mo was our friend, and an enormous force for good in
this world. We miss her. -- LAGAI
Mo: Memories in Many Voices
Julie: Mo was someone who thrived in many different
worlds. Probably all of us do to some extent but she certainly did way more than me. I knew her in several of them
but definitely not all. Other of her worlds she shared with
Susan Goldberg, her lover for over 25 years. When I started
working for Mo in 2001 – first as an assistant in her law office and then as a personal assistant – I got to know her and
Susan much better. Eating elaborate meals that Mo, being
the cook in the family prepared, I learned more about both
of them. It was clear that meals, both cooking and sharing
with people, was an important part of life to Mo. One dish
that I remember was an amazing goulash learned from her
mother who immigrated to New York City from Hungary as
a young person. Since Mo identified strongly with both her
Hungarian and New York Jewish heritages, there were many
other delicious meals to be shared.
Blue: Mo had a good life and a hard life. She met that
hard part with ferocity. She fought hard, worked hard and
played hard. Mo was a fabulous organizer, a tireless activist,
the perfect host, a loyal dog person and an amazing enter-

The Original Caption: Renters’ Brain Trust
Mo was a fat activist and participated in the Making
Waves swim at the Richmond Plunge pool. In 1983, a group
of fat lesbians including Mo, Deni, Chaya, Deeg, Silvia, and
Miriam formed Life in the Fat Lane, which organized a fat
swim at Coffman Pool, a SF city pool in Visitacion Valley, and
organized fat clothing and cake swaps at the women’s building. Life in the Fat Lane published a packet of articles and
held a forum on fat issues at the Women’s Building in 1984.

Julie – The Resistance Conspiracy Case and the Tribunal
were the big political prisoner support events Mo participated in, but we worked together in OOC for the next
20 years putting out the newsletter Out of Time which
was published from 1989 to 2011. OOT was sent out
separately and also as the centerfold in UltraViolet. OOC
and LAGAI put on fundraisers for the two newsletters
and for a Commissary Fund for women political prisoners co-founded and supported by both groups. Mo was
usually the MC and organizer of talent for those events.
In 1989, in response to fat-hatred in the Castro, dykes
and friends in LAGAI, OOC, Revolting Lesbians and Women
Against Imperialism and assorted other dykes organized Let
it All Hang Out Day (LIAHO), a celebration of fat dykes in
the Castro, and broke into the pride parade with a Fat Dykes
from Hell Contingent. We did LIAHO II the following year.
These were informal street dances, in which we were joined
by the activists we worked with in ACT-UP and Stop AIDS
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In 2001 Julie and I took a year-long road trip in our RV,
The Delta Flyer. Mo and a bunch of our friends gave us a
going away party at the Women’s Building. Later that year
we met up with Susan and Mo on Cape Cod, where they
introduced us to lobster eating at this funky indoor/outdoor
restaurant whose name I’ve forgotten. Fun days.
When Mo was waiting to have her knee replacement
replaced in 2006 we switched houses because our apartment
was more accessible for her. Mo was real sick with the infection that knee gave her. I know some thought her being fat
was unhealthy. Mo was very healthy to have made it through
that year and all the problems the infection created. What
was unhealthy was the medical industry that refused to deal
with fat people. She even had to fight for a wheelchair that
was comfortable and a bed that was big enough.
The last time I saw Mo was in May at the Sparks Fly
benefit for Bo Brown that Mo helped organize. She was busy
but we had a moment to catch up and say she and Susan would
do a “drive-by” soon to visit us. Last times are hard to believe
in. March 17th is a memorial celebration of her life. I bet Mo
is pissed that she can’t be there. I can just hear her saying,
“Let’s par-tay!” She knew how. By Blue
Deni: One of the first times I remember seeing Mo
was in a dyke bar (remember them?) in the late 70’s I think.
Maybe it was Maud’s, so many dyke bars back then. I was
struck by Mo’s spirit, her wit, her great voice and magnetism.
I remember when Mo became a lawyer without going to law
school – I didn’t know that could be done, but clearly if Mo
set her mind to it, she could do it.
Chaya: Mo was an excellent cook and I loved her stories of how she learned to cook from her mother. Her mom
worked at a switchboard and when Mo came home from
school (maybe she was in junior high at this point) she’d
call her mother who would say, “preheat the oven to 350
degrees – hang on a minute, I have to handle this call.” Then
her mom would come back on and say “take the chicken out
of the refrigerator and sprinkle salt and paper (or whatever)
on it – hang on a minute.” And so it would go until Mo had
done all the steps necessary to get dinner ready. She was close
with her parents (Esther and Dave) and when they visited
she’d invite friends over for dinner. They were interested in
her friends and her life, and were so proud of her.
Deni, Chaya, and Deeg: We worked with Mo for years
in Fat Liberation organizing and actions. We were in Life in
the Fat Lane together, the Fat Fridays at The Women’s Building, and worked on LIAHO 1 and 2. It’s hard to imagine a
world without Mo in it: her humor, her smarts, her vibrancy,
her passion for justice.

Mo, who had known some of the revolutionary activists in the Bay Area in the 1970s, was a strong advocate
for political prisoners. She joined Out of Control: Lesbian
Committee to Support Women Political Prisoners (OOC) a
few years after it formed in 1987 and remained a member
until it formally disbanded in 2011. (OOC was originally
the Committee to Shut Down the Lexington Control Unit,
a women’s unit in the federal maximum security prison in
Kentucky which specialized in isolation and psychological
torture techniques particularly of women political prisoners.)
In 1988 Mo went to Washington DC to be one of the lawyers
for the six Resistance Conspiracy defendants, and for Laura
Whitehorn. They were all charged, in two separate cases, for
the 1983 bombing of the u.s. capital building. When Mo got
back to sf, she was one of the attorneys who filed briefs on
behalf of political prisoners during the 1990 International
Tribunal in Oakland.
Blue: The first time I saw Mo she was sitting in the lobby
of a movie theater. Julie knew her and said hello. She had
on this snap bill flat cap. She was butch, fat and proud of
it. Later we got to know each other through support work
for political prisoners and driving out to Dublin to visit
Marilyn Buck. We learned desktop publishing and put
out lots of material on political prisoners including the
newsletter Out of Time and a front page parody of the SF
Chronicle called the “San Francisco Ironical” with articles
and photos of u.s. women political prisoners.

tainer. Once we had a fund raiser for Out of Control featuring a local stand-up comic. Mo was the emcee and funnier
than the comic. For her 50th birthday party she put together
a rock band. Mo was the lead singer and called the band the
MoZones. My favorite was when she sang I Get By With A
Little Help From My Friends, Joe Cocker style. When you
hung out with Mo you were in the MoZone.

Daniel: This has me in tears. Didn’t know her a lot. Just
enough to be really sorry. Had given her name to a boss who
was being harassed by the landlord. Marilyn wrote a letter.
Saw her on BART once. Ran across the platform to say
“Marilyn!” She knew who I was. She was the person you
wanted to skip a train for. And she didn’t say anything about
seeing my “PARTS” when changing clothes during LAGAI’s
fundraiser. I was “Dead Di”. She performed.I liked her.

April Cotte
April Cotte died unexpectedly January 25 during a private ceremony in a sweat lodge. She was 49.
She worked as an outdoor educator and was passionate
about imparting her deep love, knowledge of, and respect for
nature to others, particularly girls and women. April was an
active member of the pagan community in the s.f. bay area
and she identified as queer.
As a fierce advocate for the rights of Indigenous communities along the U.S.-Mexico border, April divided her time
between her home in Pacifica, California and working as a
community activist in Redford, Texas. April was a member
of Pacifica Social Justice as are many of us in LAGAI.
At the time of her death April was also involved with
Gaia Girls, a Bay Area organization that provides long-term
mentoring for girls through nature-based programs.
April was beloved by so many across the various activist, nature-oriented, and spirit-based communities of which
she was a part. April is mourned by her extended family,
including her partner Brian Young and their 7-year-old son,
Barry and countless friends, comrades, mentees, and young
people whose lives she so immeasurably enriched.
Two memorial funds have been established in her name:
https://gaiagirlspassages.givingfuel.com/april-cotte-memorial-fund; https://www.youcaring.com/indigenouspeoplesgirlsandyouthtexasmexicoregion-1111075.
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Janus v. AFSCME: The Attack on
Unions Continues

by Carla

In the most recent attack on the power and rights of
workers and unions, Janus v. AFSCME disguises rightwing attacks as a constitutional issue. An earlier case, the
Friedrich v. CTA case, brought before the court in 2015, was
poised to change forty years of precedent when Scalia died.
The 4-4 tie in the Supreme Court meant that the Ninth Circuit
Court decision in favor of the union was not challenged.
However, the tie did not set a precedent, and allowed for
decisions on future cases to come to the Supreme Court.

What is “agency fee” or “fair share” dues? Currently,
no one is forced to contribute to the political activity of
the unions. Most unions have a political action committee (PAC) and members can opt out of paying the portion
of their dues that go to political advocacy. In addition, in
the 22 states that are not “right to work” states, a person
can choose not to be a member of the union, but must pay
their “fair share” of dues for the representation in collective
bargaining, grievances, and other work place activities of
the union which benefit even non-members. Few people
would want to give up the higher wages, benefits and working conditions that unions provide them. Unions fear that if
members perceive that they can get these benefits for free,
current members will not “opt into” paying union dues. In
fact, in Wisconsin, a state that enacted “right to work” laws
under Governor Scott Walker, the public employee unions’
memberships have sharply decreased as well as their ability
to organize around elections to elect representatives more
sympathetic to workers.
The original Supreme Court case that decided it was
legal to require agency fees for non-members occurred in
1977 in Abood v. Detroit Board of Education. A decision
by the current Supreme Court against agency fees for public employee unions would overthrow forty years of legal
precedent. As was argued in Friedrichs v. CTA: in this case
alone the Supreme Court would be willing to overthrow
legal precedent and change the few legal protections that
unions now have.
Why are these attacks on unions happening now?
Historically there have been few eras in which unions were
not under attack. In the early days of union organizing,
and even in the 1930’s, union organizers and strikers were
brutally beaten by Pinkertons and others who were hired
by the bosses to stop unions. The growth of unions really
occurred from the 1940’s to the 1960’s. At the same time,
income inequality decreased. ( see the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Current Population Survey data series ). Statistics show that when union membership was highest, the
gap between workers’ income and the top 10% of earners
was the smallest(Economic Policy Institute, Piketty and
Saez(20140). By Reagan’s administration union membership had dropped from a high of 35% to 23%. Since 1981
union membership has steadily declined. By 2017 only
10.7% of workers were unionized; union membership in
the private sector was less than 7%. As union membership
has declined, so income inequality has grown.
The current attacks on unions are being funded by
groups of right-wing organizations including the National
Right to Work Foundation and the Bradley Foundation
(Wisconsin), as well as the Koch brothers. Some of these
groups have been running explicit campaigns in which they
tell people that they do not have to pay their union dues.
The attacks on public sector unions are multi-purposed.
Such unions are now the strongest unions in the United
States. Private industry’s share of union workers has steadily
decreased since the 1980’s when Reagan attacked PATCO,
which began a renewed rampant anti-unionism. Right wing
think tanks are also angered by the unions abilities to defend
workers’ rights with regard to demanding public services for
themselves and those they serve, their demand for a decent
wage, quality working conditions and a fair pension. In
addition, the unions provide support for democratic candidates who offer more support for social services than their
republican opposition. The main goal of corporate power
is to destroy public institutions and privatize the commons
so they can make a profit for themselves.
One other aspect of the attack on public employee
unions is to stop the more progressive caucuses of the unions
from organizing around and addressing social justice issues
and institutional discrimination against people of color, all
women and LGBTQ+ people. By focusing on members’
first amendment rights, the right wing is creating a rift be-
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Three people in our community are finalists for
the Lambda Literary Awards
Murder Under the Fig Tree: A Palestine Mystery,
Kate Jessica Raphael
Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics
of Visibility, edited by Reina Gossett, Eric A. Stanley,
and Johanna Burton

“All that harms labor is treason to America.”--Abraham
Lincoln

In both Friedrichs v. CTA (California Teachers Association) and Janus v. AFSCME the plaintiffs argued that
they should not have to pay their “fair share” of union dues
if they do not believe in the political stances of the union.
They claim that paying any money to the union amounts
to a violation of their first amendment rights because such
payments entail compelled speech.

Congratulations Lambda Finalists!

Lavender and Red, Emily Hobson

Finalists will be reading at:
San Francisco Public Library
Tuesday, April 24th
5:30 pm reception
6 pm reading
tween union members, leading more conservative members
to believe their interests are not being served by the union.
If Janus v. AFSCME turns all states into “right-to-work”
states, then the ability of unions to challenge the right wing
agenda will be severely curtailed, especially in light of
Citizens United. It now appears that the five conservative
judges on the Supreme Court will use the first amendment
to consolidate even more power in corporations and the
1%. It is ironic that the unions which represent millions of
workers nationwide will be denied the funding necessary
for their work, while corporations were given free reign
to control elections and government’s operations through
Citizen’s United.
Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy has made it
clear that he thinks that private corporations deserve this
right, and that unions are the enemy—because they support
democrats. However, it is also clear that the Democratic
Party failed to produce any substantial legislation or to
establish legal precedents in support of workers and unions
when they held power.
What will happen next? West Virginia teachers just
held an illegal walkout and won the battle, not just for
themselves, but for all public employees in West Virginia.
The strike was called a “wild cat strike” and it occurred a
little more than one year after the state approved a “right to
work” law. Without a raise in four years, without a strong
union to represent them, teacher salaries in West Virginia
were almost the lowest in the nation. The teachers in this
strike also defied the union leadership who told them to go
back to work before a final agreement was signed. It cannot
be forgotten that West Virginia was a state that supported a
strong coal miners union for decades before these unions
were dismantled. Many striking teachers said that the fact
that they are the children and grandchildren of unionized coal
miners was an inspiration for them. In fact, in 1969 40,000
miners in West Virginia stopped work in massive walkouts to
protest that they were not being taken care of or compensated
for black lung disease. They won this strike when the state
designated black lung disease as a “compensable disease.”
Oklahoma educators vow to follow in the footsteps of
West Virginia with an April strike just as testing begins.
Although Oklahoma is a “red” state, with a 65.3% vote for
Trump, educators are standing up for workers’ rights and
higher wages. Oklahoma is already a right-to-work state,
and therefore, even union workers do not have a legal right
to strike.
If these walkouts become a trend, then the rank-and-file
of the unions will go against their more cautious leadership to
stand up for their rights and the rights of people they serve.
For public sector workers such as teachers this means fighting
to maintain and grow public education against the corporate
interests that would like to see all public institutions come
under corporate rule.

Immigrant Lawsuit Can
Proceed, Court Says

In January Black and Pink reported on a pending
appeals court decision, Menocal, et.al. v. GEO Group,
Inc. concerning the use of forced labor by private prison
companies. The lawsuit was originally filed in 2014 by a
group of immigrants who were being held at the Denver
Contract Detention Facility in Aurora, CO. The private
prison is run by GEO Group, Inc., a multi-billion dollar
corporation that is notorious for horrible conditions for
prisoners, labor violations and profiteering by lobbying for
draconian laws that serve to boost their earnings.
The case claims that GEO violated the Trafficking and
Victims Protection Act (TVPA), a law passed to stop human trafficking, for threatening prisoners with prolonged
detention and isolation if they refused to work in the prison.
The lawsuit also states that GEO, by paying prisoners $1
a day violated a state law against unjust enrichment. The
prisoners are required to do most of the janitorial work in
the prison. This is one of the common practices in all of
the GEO owned prisons and not the only lawsuit against
them. There are similar lawsuits against GEO in Washington, Florida, and California. They run the detention center
in Adelanto, CA where many were taken in the recent ICE
sweeps.
GEO tried to have the lawsuit dismissed as a class
action suit and require each person to file suit individually.
But the appeals court affirmed the case and divided the
suit into two class action cases. The first, the TVPA class,
will address all detainees housed at the Aurora Facility
in the past ten years. The second, the unjust enrichment
class, includes all detainees who participated in the Aurora
Facility’s voluntary work program in the past three years.
This case will impact around 60,000 current and former
immigrants.
Obama announced in August, 2016 that the federal
government would be phasing out contracts with private
prisons. GEO donated $100,000 to 45’s campaign the next
day according to Black and Pink. The president has continued to contract with private prisons and the company’s
stock has risen 70% since his election. ICE contracts
over 60% of the prison beds for immigrants from private
prisons. That means that the government is paying for the
beds, not per person, so it has a vested interest in keeping
those beds filled.
It may be years before Menocal, et.al. v. GEO is settled.
In the meantime ICE is arresting people all over and private
prisons are thriving.
CLOSE THE PRISONS. OPEN THE BORDERS.

For more information go to cta.org/janus.

Protect the Water

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District has issued a
permit to the Phillips 66 Refinery for a Refinery Expansion Project.
This project would enable the refinery to bring in over 93 oil tankers
a year filled with Alberta tar sands (also called oil sands or dilbit).
Tar sands are almost impossible to completely clean up when accidents occur.
The issuing of the permit came as a complete surprise. The
groups working on stopping this permit had no idea that a draft
environmental impact report had been put out for public comment
which resulted in the only comment coming from Phillips 66.
Oil tankers spill. This would be a disaster in our beautiful bay.
Join your Indigenous water protectors and land defenders to protect
and defend the Bay!

NO TAR SANDS IN OUR BAY!
Monday, March 19
8 AM - 12 PM
375 Beale St, San Francisco
Action called by Idle No More SF Bay
info@lagai.org 

www.lagai.org
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Officially Recognized
in PA

Trans Lawsuit

When I read a letter in the Winter 2018 UV, I was taken
aback. I thought all of the transmen and transwomen in the
MDOC {Missouri Dept. of Corrections] were aware of our
pending lawsuit over the “freeze frame” policy – we really
do try and network well but the letter told me that there’s
still others of us out there feeling alone in the dark. Hicklin
v Lambda Legal was filed in federal court in August of 2016.
Represented by Lambda Legal, we are scheduled to go to trial
in May of this year to fight the “freeze frame” practice the
DOC has on here. Also know that we are in a larger fight over
canteen, legal name changes, and pronoun usage; also respect
and acknowledgement of the women and men that we are.

I am writing to you on behalf of the Alliance Group at
SCI Smithfield. We are officially recognized by the prison.
Its handbook states: “The SCI Smithfield LGBTQI and Allies Group is a month support group composed on inmates,
staff and community representatives interested in inclusion
and diversity, as it relates to sexual orientation and gender
identity. The mission of the group is to create a supportive
environment and promote equality within and beyond the
walls of SCI Smithfield.”
We sponsored a public health seminar on HIV/AIDS that
was well attended by other inmates. We had outside speakers
from Philadelphia FIGHT [a comprehensive health organization] and hope to sponsor another seminar on violence soon.

I just want you guys to know that we here in the Midwest
are doing our best to contribute to advancing the fight for our
community, not just for those of us in prison but in our community throughout. Jessica James Hicklin #527993, Potosi
C.C. 11593 State Highway O, Mineral Point MO 63660

What we need from those beyond the walls is support.
We can receive reading materials, old or new, hardback or
soft back, even internet pages. Please consider helping us.
You can contact me. Stephen Wilson #LB8480, PO Box
999, 1120 Pike St. Huntingdon PA 16652

Update from UV: The MDOC “freeze frame” policy
bars access to hormone therapy for inmates if they were not
receiving treatment prior to incarceration. In February 2018
Jessica and Lambda Legal won her case! The MDOC was
ordered to provide her with care for her gender dysphoria
including hormone therapy, access to permanent body hair
removal and access to gender-affirming canteen items.
Congratulations.

Native American Regalia
Destroyed
I just received my UltraViolet today. Thank you so
much for including my call to action for the Native American
community regarding the RLUIPA (Religious Land Use of
Institutionalized Persons Act) violations here at SPC Dublin.
Here’s an update.
The Associate Wardens DESTROYED the confiscated
regalia. (Regalia is the ceremonial clothing and accoutrements used in ceremony.) All those items donated by
volunteers, all those items lovingly hand sown, all those
items passed down for the last 20 years – GONE. Why after
20 years is this such a “security” concern? I will tell you
why. In Sept. 2017, 2 women decided to walk off the Camp
compound. They were wearing grey sweatpants – not Native American regalia. Unfortunately both of these women
were part of the Native community here. So the entire Native
American population is being punished. The consequences/
punishment for our community equals racial profiling. Commissary is of course still selling the grey sweats. This is not
the first incident of racial profiling here at Dublin Camp. In
July 2017, a couple of Pacific Islanders were suspected of
smoking (nothing was ever proved) and due to this, every
Islander’s room was searched. But in December of 2017
when an older white lady was caught bringing in contraband,
was the entire Caucasian population searched or punished?
Of course not.
The destruction of our regalia is complete disrespect
and sacrilege. The Catholic Priest is allowed his ceremonial
clothing, why aren’t we? We (at the Camp) did not have our
annual pow wow [this year]. We did not have a drum group
come in like previous years and we did not have any outside
guests such as the Aztec dancers. The pow-wow is a protected
ceremony by BOP (Bureau of Prisons) policy. However, the
necessary accoutrements are NOT protected by BOP policy.
However, nor are they prohibited. I filed the BP-9 which
goes to the warden, except in this case the associate warden
answered denying my request. This is a definite conflict of
interest on his part.
I have reached out to several organizations, AIM (American Indian Movement) being one of them as well as Leonard
Crow Dog Jr. and Amy Goodman at Democracy Now. None
of them has responded to any of my letters. The only reply
that I have received was from IWOC Oakland [Incarcerated
Workers Organizing Committee]. It is my hope that they’ll
be able to help. Regardless, we are still human and deserve
to be treated equally and fairly. We are already paying for our
crimes by the long sentences we are serving. Denying our
spiritual practices is not part of that punishment. Sincerely,
Laura La Paz #30388-034, SPC Dublin, 5675 8th St. Camp
Parks, Dublin CA 94568

San Quentin-Not Good

I have recently arrived at San Quentin prison. Before
leaving I asked a lot of prisoners and staff at my prior prison
about San Quentin. It would seem that the stories told are
false. Part of a lawsuit won by recently in CA, allowed a
transwoman in a state prison to wear the same state clothing
as the women in female CDCR {CA Dept. of Corrections
and Rehabilitation} prisons. At CMF, the prior prison I was
at, the transwomen had all of the state clothes given to them.
Here at San Quentin it is not the case. I am still wearing
the same clothes that the men wear with the CDCR logo on
them. The women’s pants and blouses do not have the logo.
I have filed a 602 grievance and contacted the Trans Justice
Project. I was also informed that the staff here at SQ are more
open minded. Not the case. In the first 14 days of being
here, I have been called he, Mr and gentleman by the staff.
Each time, I politely corrected the staff and asked if they
had pronoun training. All said yes but apparently all were
asleep during the process. To make matters worse, the LGBT
community is very divided especially the transgenders. I just
don’t understand why we can’t work together. Lisa Strawn
#D01271, S.Q.S.P./W-B-4-79, San Quentin CA 94974
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Try to Laugh and Smile a lot because Life is too Short for
anything else. Guy Faciane, recently released

Book Talk From/For
Prisoners

Submitted by Patricia Rorrer, Muncy, PA Convenient
Suspect: A Double Murder, A Flawed Investiation and the
Railroading of an Innocent Woman by Tammy Mal, is about
Patricia Rorrer, who is still in prison in Muncy PA. It is a
book of investigative journalism that reveals the life changing
effects that bad police work, vague leads, tampered evidence
and altered statements can have for an innocent individual.
ceck@chicagoreviewpress.com for more info.
Submitted by Ashley M. Jones, Hamilton C.I. FL: Trans
Bodies, Trans Selves. Resource for the Transgender Community, edited by Laura Erickson-Schroth.
Submitted by Warren E Henderson, Albion S.P. PA: City
of Nightmares: Real Life Stories about Life Inside the Prison
System (Pt. 1 and Pt. 2), by Warren E. Henderson
Two Resources for books: LGBT Books to Prisoners
c/o Rainbow Bookstore, 426 W. Gilman St. Madison WI
53703 and Prison Book Program c/o Lucy Parsons Center
and Bookstore, 1306 Hancock St. Ste 100, Quincy MA 02169

Shouts From Inside

#Me too. It’s time for Prisons to acknowledge the fact
that people, especially Transgenders, have been and still are
being sexually assaulted. Some years ago in a CA prison, I
was raped by a man that I was put in a cell with. Nothing
happened to him. Just recently I went to the Classification
Committee for single cell placement. I was told that I could
move to a dorm with all males – 12-150 men – or transfer [to
another prison]. More needs to be done inside of prisons to
keep Transgenders safe and to hold predators and rapists accountable. Please don’t be afraid to speak out We need to be
better at taking a stand against prison rape. #Me Too. LS, CA
So in Texas, the LGBTQ communities in prison are
under represented and definitely discriminated against. I
am writing to see about getting UltraViolet as it would be
awesome to read stuff from a LGBTQ perspective. I am a
punk rocker, skateboarder and anarchist who has fought for
equal rights, civil rights and gay rights. I was in S.F. for the
Occupy San Fran and I was in Oakland the night the Occupy
March went crazy. I even took part in the Protest of Trump’s
inauguration, right before I got locked up here in Texas. I
look forward to hearing back from you. MS, TX
Hello! I am a Proud member of the LGBTQ community. From 1988 until 1993 I was happily married to a
Transgendered (MTF) woman who taught me so much about
life, love and respect. She taught me that “love means never
giving up on life”. Please remember that life is NOT about
what you are but who you are. Stand u and be proud and
know that you are loved. JM, MA
I donate my copy of UltraViolet to the Facility library
so other LGBT people can enjoy it. There’s a big population here and the library serves about 1800 people. HM,
Corcoran CA
[I want] to send a message of hope, solidarity and freedom! Like many of us, I have a determination to be free. I
have to say, from reading your paper, that it’s nice to know
that there are others of my tribe out there holding it down.
It’s very easy to feel so isolated, alone and utterly forsaken
when you’re trapped in these concrete boxes AKA solitary
confinement. No love at all. So thanx for the reminder that
I’m not alone. MM,TX

LAGAI -- Queer Insurrection



Prisoners Lives Matter

to a prisoner, a letter is like gold. Being incarcerated
makes you realize life is about more than sex and chatter,
that’s why I’m trying to get all the prisoners to take a step
off for the better ‘cause
prisoners’ lives matter
the majority of prisoners are coming back to our communities, we need love, friendship and unity, the best things
in life are free, before you judge, talk and get know me
‘cause
prisoners’ lives matter
let’s build loyalty and trust. When people are incarcerated, a lot of people forget and don’t care about us, we are
being treated as uncivilized, then when we are released they
expect us to be civilized, don’t believe the lies ‘cause
prisoners’ lives matter
where is the love? What happens to my hug? You can
understand what we are going through if you really wanted
to, we have feelings too, they treat is like we are not human,
sometimes we get madder than the mad hatter ‘cause
prisoners’ lives matter.
Truth AKA Bro Hernandez Wiley #167667, RMC, PO
Box 628, Lake Butler FL 32054

Listening

For the readers of UV, I wish I could just make things
better for everyone. I wish I had that power. But what I can
do is listen and give feedback. I want to let you know that
I’m in a Civil Commitment Facility. I’m technically not an
inmate. So if a letter gets “return to sender”, just try again.
If you’re in one of the states that lets its inmates use emails
then you could send an email to AlfredoAnthonie43@gmail.
com. So everybody stay safe. Keep your heads up high and
fight the good fight. Much love. Respect. Alfredo Arvelo
#179694, 9005 Old River Rd. Marcy NY 13403

SHARED

I want you know that I love your movement and
LAGAI’s dedication to human equality and social justice
not only for all members of the LGBTQI+ community but
for everyone!
Because you are part of AntiFa, you understand how
truly evil and oppressive, the hate, intolerance and authoritarianism in our society and government, really is.
My heart is with you, in all you say and do. Please continue to speak out against the crypto-fascism which pervades
every facet of our culture and our nation’s collective mind
set. The holistic approach you take to opposing ALL forms
of bigotry, and prejudice is really great. Because, if truth be
told, ALL oppressive “isms” have S(exism) H(eterosexism)
A(geism) R(acism E(litism) D(isableism) elements and
qualities.
The bottom line is this, we – as a society – as a species
– must learn to reject the concept of “otherness”. Children
must be taught, from infancy onward, to NEVER hate or reject someone just because they’re different from themselves.
As members of the same species [we] should transcend all of
our differences in a spirit of multi-culturalism and diversity
that should lead us to love, or at least respect, each other.
Alfred N Rea #206314, MacDougall/Walker C.I. 1153 East
St South, Suffield CT 06080

3543 - 18th Street #26, San Francisco, CA 94110

Don’t Make Us Defend Libby!
by Deeg

they wouldn’t be allowed to contact family until they signed.

At the end of February, ICE, having announced at the
beginning of the year that it would initiate sweeps to punish
California for its sanctuary state status, arrested and detained
232 northern California immigrants. These raids followed the
arrest of 212 immigrants in the LA area. Prior to the northern
California arrests, ICE served “notices of inspection” on 122
workplaces in Southern California, and 77 workplaces in
northern California.

Immigrants who are arrested/detained by the border
patrol or ICE and who do not agree to VD are often held
for months or years without bail. A recent decision by the
supreme kkkourt overturned a 9th circuit court of appeals
ruling that immigrants who were held over 6 months had a
right to a bond hearing. Many observers have documented
the terrible conditions in these facilities, often operated by
private prison companies like geo, or local law enforcement. david livingston, the contra costa county sheriff, has
banned Community Initiatives for Visiting Immigrants in
Confinement (CIVIC) from visiting the west county detention facility in Richmond. Last November, CIVIC circulated
a letter signed by 27 women at the jail, which stated there was
“rampant mistreatment” that including prolonged lockdowns
and failure to provide access to bathrooms.

Normally, immigrants arrested in the Bay Area would
have been taken to the ICE headquarters at 630 Sansome in
SF. On the morning following the raids, the ICE offices were
ringed by demonstrators blocking all streets and driveways
to the building. This emergency response blockade was
joined by over 1000 people at a noon rally. It was rumored
the demonstrators had intended to hold the building locked
down until all the arrested immigrants had been released.
Large demonstrations were also held in San Jose, and the
following week in Sacramento.

Despite the repeated announcements by acting ICE
director homan and attorney general sessions since the first
of the year that ICE is coming to California, Oakland mayor
libby schaaf’s vague tweet on February 25 that ICE is coming soon has become the battle cry of the trump administration, replacing the shooting of Kate Steinle by Pier 14, as
the poster child for the evils of sanctuary cities. (Jose Ines
Garcia Zarate was acquitted last year of all charges except
gun possession in that case).
On March 7, sessions was the lead speaker at a state law
enforcement association convention. He spoke against sanctuary, and said of libby, “How dare you needlessly endanger
the lives of law enforcement just to promote your radical
open borders agenda?” To which libby replied, “’How dare
you vilify members of the community, distract people from
a broken immigration system that breaks up families and
distort the reality of declining violent crime in a ‘sanctuary
city’,” like Oakland.

But attorneys were told that immigrants had not been
brought to the facility and were denied access, although the
building remained open to people who had appointments.
Later it turned out that many people had in fact been taken
there. Other immigrants were brought to a previously unidentified ICE location in Stockton for initial “processing”,
and then many were sent to Adelanto, a facility known for
its abuse. People were pressured into signing “voluntary
deportation” (VD) agreements. Some of them were told

Libby’s warning tweet contained no specific information
on date, time or place of the projected raids, leading some
immigrant advocates, not to mention her rival for mayor
rebecca kaplan to complain that non-specific threats increase
fear in immigrant communities without creating any actual
help. People become afraid to go to work or school, or to
pick up children from childcare. Since the beginning of
February, calls to the rapid response hotlines (which provide
legal observers for ICE actions and help to connect people
to lawyers) increased exponentially. In any case, starting on
February 26-27, raids took place all over northern California,

with many people arrested in Napa, the San Jose/Santa Clara
area, and Merced. trump celebrated International Womens
Day by condemning libby, and claimed that over 800 “dangerous criminals” had escaped capture because of her tweet.
sessions accused libby of “obstructing justice” although he
has so far not charged her with anything, and most lawyers
think there is no credible case that can be made against her.
Hopefully that’s true, since it’s hard imagining having to
campaign to “free libby,” the number one gentrifier and
displacer in Oakland.
On March 7, sessions announced that u.s. dept of justice
had filed a lawsuit in Sacramento federal court trying to
overturn three of California’s new sanctuary laws:
SB 54, the California Values Act, which limits cooperation between local law enforcement and ICE;
AB 450, the Immigrant Worker Protection Act, which
limits employers’ cooperation with ICE to the cooperation
required by law or judicial warrant;
AB 103 which prohibits local governments from
contracting to imprison immigrants for civil immigration
enforcement purpose and requires the state to conduct health
and safety inspections of immigration detention facilities operated by local or county governments or private companies.
This is clearly jurisdiction shopping for a friendly federal judge who might either issue an injunction preventing
implementation of these laws, or at least won’t throw the
case out of court based on the clear tenth amendment right
of states to determine their own law enforcement priorities
and protect the health and safety of the public. Interestingly,
national media is comparing the position sessions is taking
to the position the Obama administration took on Medicaid
expansion. But they don’t mention the Obama administration
lost that case, based on the tenth amendment.
Meanwhile, the courts continue to prevent the administration from stopping the DACA program. Judges in both
the 2nd and 9th circuit ruled that the administration had not
acted properly in terminating the program. The trump administration appealed directly to the supreme kkkourt to hear
the case, without waiting for consideration by the courts of
appeal. The supreme kkkourt declined to hear the case out
of order, and so it will work its way through normal process.
For now, DACA continues, but many people who are eligible
to apply or continue their status are not eager to provide the
government with the detailed personal information required.

Is a Socialist Feminist Democracy Thriving in Syria?
by Kate

cally inclusive, genuinely bottom-up democratic system.”

On July 25, 2017, The Independent, a UK newspaper,
reported that the world’s first LGBT military unit had joined
the International Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces,
an anarchist battalion fighting alongside Kurdish armies in
northern Syria. Two weeks later, on August 9, The Independent reported that the group, which called itself TQILA, The
Queer Insurrection International Liberation Army, had been
kicked out of the fight by the International Freedom Battalion (IFB) of the YPG, or People’s Protection Force, which
gets small arms and air support from the u.s. government to
fight the Islamic State and other insurgent groups in Syria.
The IFB accused TQILA, and the IRPGF in general, of opportunism in “their using this Revolution as a loud speaker
for their own agenda.”

Ocalan and the PKK, which the Turkish government
(and its ally, the u.s.) considers a terrorist organization, began
as a Marxist/Maoist movement in the 1970s, with the goal
of consolidating the Kurdish areas of Iraq, Iran, Turkey and
Syria into a nationalist socialist Kurdistan. However, in 1999,
Ocalan was captured by Turkey with help from the CIA, the
Mossad, and the Greek and Dutch governments. While held
in virtual isolation, he somehow came into contact with the
work of u.s. anarchist Murray Bookchin. He convinced other
Kurdish revolutionaries to drop their demand for a state and
instead work to establish “democratic confederalism.” He
also became very pro-feminist, which Bookchin never was.
According to feminist author and scholar Meredith Tax, who
has written a book about the YPJ and is part of the North
American Rojava Alliance, Ocalan’s feminist epiphany was
brought on by the fact that “it was women who supported
him most during the turbulent years following his arrest
and the declaration of his new political, and at that time
controversial, line.”

Sigh.
This surprising, inspiring, frustrating and confusing
story is a microcosm of the revolution by the Democratic
Federation of Northern Syria (DFNS), known formerly and
still unofficially as Rojava. The Rojava Revolution officially
began in 2012, when the Syrian government, under siege
from Islamic State and other insurgent forces, withdrew
from the Kurdish-dominant areas of northern Syria, leaving
the Kurdish-led militias known as the People’s Protection
Units (YPG) and the Women’s Protection Units (YPJ) to
defend themselves against IS. The YPG/YPJ, now part of a
larger coalition known as the Syrian Defense Forces, SDF,
quickly became the most effective fighting force in Syria and
Iraq. The new york times and New Yorker and other western
media featured glamorous photos of the YPJ women posing
with rifles, without ever mentioning the democratic socialist
feminist political institutions they are defending.
For many decades, the Kurds were heavily repressed
by the Ba’athist regime of Bashar al Assad. Speaking Kurdish languages was criminalized. The government moved to
undermine ethnic and national identity in the Kurdish areas
by a policy of “Arabization” or resettling Arabs in Kurdish
areas. In 2012, with Assad’s forces focused on fighting IS
in the south, the Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD)
took advantage of the breathing room to establish a system
of ‘democratic confederalism’ propounded by Abdullah
Öcalan, the leader of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
across the border in Turkey. According to British journalist
Rahila Gupta, “the Syrian Kurds set up a secular and ethni-
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Bookchin’s romantic and professional partner, Janet
Biehl, was introduced to the Rojava revolution after Bookchin
died by Kurdish activists living in Germany. Biehl went on
to translate a book they wrote called Revolution in Rojava:
Democratic Autonomy and Women’s Liberation. She traveled to Rojava again in 2016. According to Biehl, whom I
interviewed for KPFA Women’s Magazine, the people living
in the cantons of Afrin, Cizire and Kobane have stopped
using the name Rojava because it is a Kurdish word (I have
seen it translated as “west” or “sunset”), and they want their
movement and the society they are building to be inclusive
of everyone living in the region, which includes Arabs, Assyrians, Armenians, Chechens. Religiously it is diverse; there
are Muslims, Christians, Alawites, Zoroastrians (Yazidis) and
Jews. The area is also constantly receiving new refugees from
areas of heavy fighting, hence becoming even more diverse.
Its official languages specified in the founding compact are
Kurdish, Arabic and Assyrian-Syriac.
The core of the organization is the “district commune,”
which is composed of 300 member households, with two
elected co-presidents, one male, one female. Eighteen communes make up a district, and the co-presidents of all of them
are on the district people’s council. According to Tax, “The
district people’s councils decide on matters of administration
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and economics like garbage collection, heating-oil distribution, land ownership, and cooperative enterprises.”
Biehl told me that food is distributed to every household
through the “residential street” organization – basically, each
street has someone responsible for making sure that everyone
receives regular distributions of food. The region is very
fertile – part of the Fertile Crescent, actually – and before
the war was the bread basket of Syria. It also has oil. I’m
unclear on how the oil is being managed and sold, but Biehl
insists that as far as she knows, the u.s. has not demanded or
received access in exchange for its military support.

All communes and councils are mandated to be at least
40 percent women but there are also parallel autonomous
women’s bodies at each level. These determine policy on matters of particular concern to women, like forced marriages,
femicide/familial killing, polygamy, sexual violence, and
discrimination. Polygamy and familial killings are banned,
and a man who practices them cannot participate in civic life.
In an issue of primary importance to women, the women’s
councils are able to overrule the mixed councils.
Autonomous women’s organizing in the cantons began
in 2005, with the formation of an organization called Yekitiya
Star. At that time, according to Turkish journalist Gamze Kafar, it was illegal to even observe International Women’s Day.
Leading members of Yekitiya Star were arrested by the Assad
regime. Since the liberation of Rojava, women have formed a
confederation called Kongira Star. (Again, the name change
continued on p. 8
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The MOCHA Column

By Chaya and Deni

MOVIE REVIEWS
CALL ME BY YOUR NAME (review by Deni) This
movie didn’t leave much of an impression besides a sour
taste. The film was too long and shallow with some pretty
photography that didn’t help. I found the main characters
cloying and not very engaging. The upper classish liberal
parents who welcomed their son’s emerging gay relationship
seemed one-dimensional and creepy rather than inspiring.
The teenage son just acted like a spoiled and pampered child,
reflected also in his patronizing treatment of the woman
who worked for his family. The movie’s been criticized as a
“queer movie for straight people”, and the film showed the
son’s heterosexual sex on screen but not his gay sex. (Though
after his straight sex, he uncaringly ignores and avoids the
woman he had sex with, though she ends up fine with that.
Blech.) I really didn’t like the much-touted scene at the end
between the father and his “gay” son - it felt inauthentic and
designed to produce tears, went on and on, and smacked of
misogyny as did other parts of the film. The women in the
film are presented as perfunctory, bothersome or clueless
characters, only occasionally sympathetic/three dimensional.
I saw the film a while ago – its annoyance has increased with
the passage of time.
PADDINGTON 2 (review by Ursula the Bear) As
Chaya and Deni’s bear, it naturally fell to me to review Paddington 2. They didn’t pay any attention to the first Paddington movie so I can’t say anything about that, but this sequel
was good and bad. It’s a live action film continuing the story
of Paddington the Bear (well, Paddington is animated but it
all blends nicely), and for a “family” film it didn’t have much
violence or stupid content. It has an all-star mostly British
cast including Sally Hawkins, Hugh Bonneville, Julie Walters and a hilarious Hugh Grant who got to play against his
usual type. And a bear was the star! It’s fun and entertaining,
except for the offensive storyline that life in prison is not all
that bad. Also, the writers of Paddington 2 put a few people
of color in Paddington’s London neighborhood to be a tiny
bit more inclusive, but unfortunately gave these characters
no development at all, so it was an empty token gesture. I,
Ursula the Bear, suggest more bears as consultants. If they
make a Paddington 3, I am available.
STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI (review by Chaya)
This latest episode in the never-ending saga of good vs
evil a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away is one of the
better installments of the series. The film has more actors of
color and female roles, although most of them are not major
characters. Lupita Nyong’o reprised her CGI-motion capture
role as the pirate Maz Kanata. Apparently it hasn’t occurred
to Disney/Lucasfilm yet to create an LGBTQ character, or
maybe they think there won’t be any queers in future time.
Daisy Ridley is a standout as Rey, while Laura Dern’s small
role is so bad it’s laughable. Carrie Fisher as Leia, often called
the soul of the franchise, unfortunately died after the film was
shot, and **spoiler alert** Mark Hamill as her brother Luke
is killed off at the end of the film. Time and characters are
marching on. Other good newcomers are Kelly Marie Tran
as Rose, and Benicio del Toro as DJ. The Resistance fighting
against the First Order is still a relevant representation of
our times. The concluding film is set to release in December
2019. The Last Jedi cost $200 million to make and box office so far is $1.3 billion. Hard to imagine Disney ending it.
See you around the galaxy (oops that’s from Star Trek IV).
Live long and prosper? Also Star Trek. Wait a minute, I got
it – may the force be with you!

tell the Bears without a scorecard, it seems. Take the case of
Fancy Bear, the nickname for the Russian group whose hacking campaign scrambled the 2016 US election. Apparently in
early January 2018 Fancy Bear was still busy at work, trying
to gather the emails of America’s political elite through the
use of rogue senate sites. (One could Bearly stifle a yawn
reading through those emails, no doubt.) But a couple of
years earlier in 2014, a Netherlands spy service broke into
one of the two powerful Russian government-linked hacking
groups, not Fancy Bear but Cozy Bear! Dutch spies used
their access to help oust Cozy Bear from US State Department computers in 2014. Apparently, American spies were
so grateful they sent the Dutch cake and flowers. (Clearly
not honey cake as that would be a Bear favorite…) We here
at the Mocha Column figure everybody’s hacking the US as
much as the US hacks everybody else. But when the Bears
figure so prominently, we had to paws to take a look.
PLEASE BEAR WITH US In December, Prez 45 announced a severe reduction to the land that makes up Bears
Ears and Grand Staircase-Escalante national monuments.
Thousands of protesters confronted 45 in Salt Lake City
when this was announced. Several American Indian Tribes
and conservation groups sued the president, saying the 1906
Antiquities Act gives him the power to create monuments,
but not alter them. The issue is in litigation now, including
where the case will be heard. The Tribes want to keep the
case in DC as a case of national importance, while the feds
are trying to move it to Utah (perhaps hoping for a more favorable outcome there). The Tribes’ motion says the federal
government should not be allowed to “forum shop.” For more
info, go to bearsearscoalition.org/action.

CAPITALISM + NARCISSISM = A MATCH MADE
IN HEAVEN For only $695 you too can get a 14” 3-D copy
of yourself (the “Diva”). “You’re able to have your own
real-life Barbie,” said a customer. “It’s actually you.” Well,
no it’s actually not. The replica is produced by the German
company Doob in the “Dooblicator” room, which captures a
person from every angle with its 54 cameras. If $695 seems
a bit steep, you can get the 4” version (Buddy) for a mere
$95. But after the revolution, when everyone has jobs and/or
a guaranteed income, healthcare, justice, etc, we can liberate
and expropriate this technology and make copies of ourselves
acting out our favorite demos: Look, there we are, shutting
down ICE! That’s us, crushing the prison-industrial complex!
And there’s that last battle when we overthrew the patriarchy!

BEAR LEFT, BEAR RIGHT Bears are everywhere in
this Mocha Column. First Ursula the Bear reviews a movie
and now the Bears are taking over the Bits. And you can’t

EXERCISE FOUND TO BE HAZARDOUS Strava,
the San Francisco fitness-tracking company, has an app that
uses GPS from mobile phones to track a subscriber’s exercise
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“I’m not lost for I know where I am. But however, where
I am may be lost.”

LIFE IN THE FAT LANE Dietland is an extraordinary 2015 book by Sarai Walker. Main character Plum, a fat
woman who ghostwrites a teen advice column is someone
so complex and compelling it’s hard to leave her when the
book ends. The novel incorporates themes of fat oppression,
body shaming, misogyny, critiques of capitalism and the
diet industry, and revolutionary underground feminist cells
and guerrilla actions of vigilante justice against abusers of
women. The writing is sharp, insightful, funny and layered.
Astonishingly enough the book has been turned into a TV
series for AMC, after AMC won a multiple network bidding war in October. (Wow!) The book’s been adapted for
TV by Marti Noxon, who’s worked on Buffy The Vampire
Slayer, Mad Men, Girlfriends’ Guide to Divorce, and much
more. Dietland is set to debut on June 4 with back-to-back
episodes – we know that because Deni saw a coming attraction while fast-forwarding through commercials on a TV
show. Was it an accident that the clever, provocative commercial for Dietland appeared right after a commercial for
SlimFast??!! Hysterical. AMC chose to announce the June
4 date on International Women’s Day. Wow, we’ve come a
long way, baby… The show’s cast will include Joy Nash as
Plum and Julianna Margulies as her boss. Read the book,
and let’s hope the show captures the intensity, humor, and
complex politics of Sarai Walker’s book.
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EARTH CALLING MARS NASA recently announced
the hiring of Indiana University astrobiologist Lisa Pratt,
PhD, as Planetary Protection Officer. According to its website, the mission of the Office of Planetary Protection (OPP) is
“to promote the responsible exploration of the solar system.”
Its motto is, “all of the planets, all of the time.” Really, Lisa?
Even the demoted Pluto? OPP’s objectives include “preserving our ability to study other worlds as they exist in their
natural states; avoiding the biological contamination of explored environments that may
obscure our ability to find life
elsewhere – if it exists; and to
ensure that we take prudent
precautions to protect Earth’s
biosphere in case life does
exist elsewhere.” Whew! In
case you think we’re making
this stuff up, check the NASA
website. Planetary Protection
Officer Pratt commented, “My
position plays a direct role in seeking evidence to address a
profound question: Are we alone?” We’re not sure, Lisa, but
maybe your Strava fitness tracker can provide some intel on
where extraterrestrials are exercising. Beam us up, Scotty!
We need outta here.

It’s hard not to feel lost these days, it’s all a bit unBearable. We’ll give Winnie the Pooh the last Bear word:

BIG BROTHER IN THE 21ST CENTURY Amazon
has patented an ultrasonic wristband system to use on its
workers that, like Santa, sees you when you’re sleeping and
knows when you’re awake. So if you work in an Amazon
warehouse, the wristband can monitor where you are putting
your hands in relation to an inventory bin. (Just make sure
you’re not scratching yourself in an indelicate spot.) But no
privacy problems with this, right? Amazon will be able to
surveil exactly where you are (in the bathroom?) and get
a pretty good idea of what you’re doing. Amazon says it’s
a labor-saving measure. Robots say it will make them feel
more loved and human. Oops this isn’t for robots, it’s for
humans who say it will make them feel more like a robot. The
wristband system can even send a buzzing signal to a worker
to let them know their hands are going toward the correct
bin (or not). Amazon warehouse workers are under extreme
time limits to locate and pack items, or be fired. Amazon
may be at the head of this game, but it’s not the only player.
Three Square Market, a Wisconsin tech company, offered
employees the chance to have a microchip implanted under
their skin, “to be able to use its services seamlessly” (says
the company). Gosh, companies always have the workers’
interests at heart. According to the NY Times, more than 50
out of 80 employees at Three Square Market said yes to the
chip implant. “It really doesn’t hurt at all,” said the CEO,
who added, “It is really convenient having the chip in your
hand with all the things it can do.” Perhaps there was a little
pressure on employees to say yes? One employee (a marketing executive) who declined the chip said, “It kind of freaks
me out a little bit.” Wow, it freaks us out a lot. Workers of
the world, unite! You have nothing to lose but your chips.

BITS AND PIECES

route. Strava recently published a map of exercise routes of
its 27 million world-wide users. The problem? Many of the
users are active duty US military who exercise on and around
US bases, including bases in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria.
There seem to be some unintended consequences: Strava’s
“heatmap” shows how much the exercise routes are used,
and whether usage is by people on foot, bicycle or vehicle.
Whoops! Also revealed is the structure of foreign US military
bases, allowing the bases to be identified, mapped, and analyzed for military usage. Whoops! Roads that connect bases
are also revealed. Whoops! But not to worry. The Pentagon
is on it, and stated, “Recent data releases emphasize the
need for situational awareness.” Indeed. The CIA declined
to comment. Who could blame them?
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Kids Fight for the Planet

In 2015, 21 children and young adults, ages 9-20 (in
2015) filed a lawsuit against Obama and the federal government for its role in perpetuating climate change. Trump and
his administration are the current defendants. The lawsuit
wants the court to force the government to impose limits
on fossil fuels and to develop alternative energy sources, in
much the same way as courts ordered the government to integrate schools more than half a century ago. The court could
order reductions on greenhouse gas emissions, halt new oil
drilling and end the reliance on nonrenewable energy sources.
The case relies on the legal notions of public trust doctrine and substantive due process. The first notion means
that the government must preserve public resources. The
second means that the government can’t deprive people of
life, liberty or property without due process. Were a citizen to
drown when rising waters flooded her/his/they home, she/he/
they would be deprived of all three at once, the lawyers say.
Last year a district court in Oregon ruled that the lawsuit
could proceed to trial and the trump administration tried to
get it dismissed by a higher court claiming that the lawsuit
put an “undue burden” on them. On March 7th, a panel of
Ninth Circuit court judges ruled that the case can continue.
It denied the government’s motion on all grounds. At this
point, trump could ask for a decision from the whole Ninth
Circuit or let the case go to trial. Kiran Oommen, a 21-yearold plaintiff in the case, said in a statement, “We have seen
that they are willing to go to many lengths to cover up their
crimes and maintain the status quo, but not even the Trump
administration can go far enough to escape the inevitable
tide of social progress.”
Always leave your campsite cleaner than you found it
as they say. We are ever hopeful.
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How Old Left Can You Be?
by Kate
Last year I read a book called This Is an Uprising: How
Nonviolent Revolt Is Shaping the Twenty-first Century, by
Mark and Paul Engler. I learned a lot, which I didn’t necessarily expect to because I thought I knew a lot about nonviolent revolt (I did, but there’s always more to learn). One
thing I learned about is the decades-old conflict between the
“organizing” tradition, most identified with Saul Alinsky and
Cesar Chavez (who trained and worked under Alinsky), and
the “mobilizing” tradition, theorized by Frances Fox Piven
and Gene Sharp, and exemplified by movements as diverse as
the Civil Rights Movement, the Indian independence struggle
led by Gandhi, the Arab Spring and Occupy Wall Street.
Needless to say, the lines of demarcation aren’t that clear.
In an oversimplified nutshell, “organizing” campaigns
are designed and led by (under)paid organizers, usually from
outside the most affected community (this apparently was a
core belief of Alinsky’s, on the premise that the leadership
will then be less corruptible), targeting a narrowly defined
sector – a neighborhood, a building, a workplace – to win
concrete reforms with immediate benefit to the community
– a raise, a contract, lower rents, eviction protection. One
tenet of Alinsky’s particular approach is that it needs to be
easy, fun and low-cost for most people to participate. That
tends to mean that the stakes are also low because it’s not
easy or low-cost to win major concessions from capitalism.
(It can be fun, though.)
“Mobilizing” involves getting lots of people, often
but not always from many sectors or communities, into the
streets in a way that ultimately threatens the social order.
Mobilizing campaigns usually have broad goals with farreaching implications: Freedom, Dignity, No Nukes, Stop
the War, Smash the State, Queer Liberation Now, End US
Imperialism. Mobilizations usually use campaign organizing
as part of their strategy. ACT UP is an oft-used case study
in mobilizing. “Money for AIDS, Not for War” was not a
concrete winnable reform. Parallel track approval (making
drugs available to people with advanced AIDS while testing
their long-term effectiveness) for specific treatments was a
campaign ACT UP led and won.
The growth of the organizing industry coincides with the
rise of the social justice nonprofit industrial complex. A consequence of this has been that the organizing model has risen
supreme and gets taken as the only legitimate path to social
change, while mobilizations are instantly criticized for not
having “winnable demands” by people who claim to support
the movement’s goals. People who claim that Occupy Wall
Street didn’t succeed in transforming US capitalism because
it didn’t have clear demands seem not to have noticed that 60
years of winnable demands brought us to Occupy Wall Street.
Black Lives Matter was immediately attacked for not being
the 1960s Civil Rights Movement, with Oprah Winfrey, Al
Sharpton and Hillary Clinton all demanding a neatly typed
list of demands in the first week. This was a distortion of the
trajectory of the 1960s movement, which was never about
one thing, but always about Black Freedom, moving from
integration of public accommodations to hiring at corporations to voting rights to the Poor People’s Campaign.
Which brings us to today.
Reverend William Barber, the mastermind behind the
energetic and successful Moral Mondays campaign in North
Carolina, has called for a new Poor People’s Campaign,
resurrecting Dr. King’s dream from the months before he
was killed. Barber and his never named co-conveners have
called for nationally coordinated actions at state capitals in
September to kick off this ambitious enterprise. The call to
action reads:
“The Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for
Moral Revival is uniting tens of thousands of people
across the country to challenge the evils of systemic racism, poverty, the war economy, ecological devastation
and the nation’s distorted morality. We need you to step
up and join our efforts. Add your name now if you’re
ready to join our movement to transform the political,
economic and moral structures of our country.”

African American woman minister to come up and lead a
song, which she did. Then she sat down and the white guy
was joined by another white guy from another union, and
together they led the meeting
After about 45 minutes, we broke into groups based on
where you lived. Oakland and Berkeley were designated as
one group, so of course, since the meeting was in Oakland,
we had the biggest group, while San Mateo, San Francisco,
Contra Costa had small ones. Ours broke into two. We were
supposed to talk generally about “how we were going to
build the Poor People’s Campaign in our city.” No facilitators were provided, or any specific tasks that we were supposed to address so the meeting was ultimately a waste of
time. I figured out that the whole meeting was smokescreen,
the entire point being to get us to fill out pledge forms saying
what we were willing to do: civil disobedience, organizing,
support civil disobedience, give money, spread the word on
social media. There was also a box to check for “Are you a
faith leader?” A few men were delegated to pace the room,
asking everyone if they had turned in their pledge form. I
decided to leave, taking my pledge form with me, but I did
sign the list of attendees so I figure at some point I will get
something telling me when and where to show up.
These were obviously the “organizing” folks, using the
Alinsky playbook where big decisions are made by a small
group of paid organizers, and most people’s participation
will be low-threshold. But they are trying to use that approach to accomplish a monumental transformation in our
entire social system.

A Mobe for Every War
The very next night, I went to a meeting that had been
called to start a new Bay Area antiwar coalition. Having
posted on Facebook last summer, “All I want for my birthday is an antiwar movement,” and being very freaked out
about the prospect of nuclear war with Korea (or somewhere
else), I had to go. The meeting was in Niebyl Proctor library
in Berkeley, which is not a very big space and it was packed.
Nearly everyone was white and the median age of attendees
was probably 70; at 58, I was in the youngest quintile. The
call for this meeting had been signed by 43 people, some
famous –Michael Parenti (who was at the meeting), Alice
Walker (who wasn’t), Cindy Sheehan, representatives of
national, international, and local organizations, unions,
Green Party affiliates, Peace and Freedom Party affiliates,
United National Antiwar Coalition/Socialist Action, Workers’ World/International Action Center.
These were the mobilizers, and indeed, the purpose of
the meeting turned out to be, not actually to form an antiwar
coalition, but to organize a Spring Mobilization on April 15,
as part of a national day of action. Now the Spring Mobe,
as many of you will recall, was what erstwhile LAGAI
member Jim Denison used to call “church for activists,”
an annual demonstration For Everything Good and Against
Everything Bad held pretty much throughout the 1980s
and early nineties when we seamlessly transitioned from
protesting u.s. intervention in Central America to protesting u.s. invasions in Iraq and Kuwait. And it was not new
in the eighties; the first Spring Mobe was held in 1966, to
end the Vietnam war. Unfortunately, the politics seem to
have deteriorated since the first Iraq War. The first thing I
noticed when I scanned the call to action was that in the
ten proposed points of unity, to which these 43 community
leaders had already signed on, there was NO MENTION of
LGBT oppression or liberation. I pointed that out, and Judy
from Workers’ World moved to amend the demand about
gender oppression to include LGBT liberation. Michael
Eisenscher, one-time coordinator of US Labor Against War,
proposed instead that we cut down the demands from 8 to
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Queer liberation is an ornament? Fortunately, that position did not prevail, and the revised demand was approved.
You can read the demands and get involved at the End the
Wars at Home & Abroad Spring 2018 Action Facebook page.
Although the coalition structure was supposedly open
for discussion and the steering committee would be representatives of the working groups, the march route had already
been chosen – Lake Merritt Amphitheater to Oscar Grant
Plaza in Oakland. It’s a tried and true march route destined
to mean we encounter very few people on a Sunday. We had
a long debate about whether to get permits for the rallies on
either end, with Tova of Worker’s World trying valiantly to
explain that the right to protest without asking permission
or acknowledging the authority of the police is something
that has been struggled for and won by recent movements,
especially Occupy Oakland and Black Lives Matter. She
pointed out that to get a permit is to separate ourselves
from the most successful and militant struggles of the last
decade. No luck. People kept insisting that they wanted this
to be “family friendly,” and to have “lots of people,” not just
some few hundred activists. Improbably as it seems, apparently none of these folks had been at any of the exuberant
marches to the Port or taking over freeways, the May Day
marches, the Reclaim MLK marches. One woman insisted
that undocumented people would not feel safe coming to
a protest that doesn’t have a permit. Who exactly does she
think organized the Day Without Immigrants marches and
does she think a police escort makes them feel safe? Though
to be honest, some people seemed to imagine that if we do
not ask for a permit, that means we won’t have police there,
which is also not true.
The few younger people at the Spring Mobe meeting
took responsibility for street organizing – tabling, leafleting, and setting up event pages on social media. The email
list has a lot of activity and energy. I’m hopeful that lots of
people will turn up for the march, but frustrated that it is
not, after all, building any long-term antiwar organizing or
making strong and deep connections with climate justice
and racial justice movements.
Why is there such a disconnect between the Old Left
(which used to be the New Left) and the huge movements
of the last ten years? Someone at the Mobe meeting said he
had been to a Democratic Socialists of America meeting
the night before, which was full of young activists who,
although they’re antiwar, don’t see it as anything they can do
anything about. Generational splits in organizing cultures is
not a new thing, but this is a gulf that I have not experienced
before. And it’s not simply explained by youth wanting more
profound change or being willing to take more risks than the
older folks. Some of these old activists have taken risks that
few contemporary activists can imagine. Some went to jail
or Canada to resist the Vietnam draft; others spent months
in prison for blockading the School of the Americas.
Both of these campaigns seem to me symptomatic of
the hegemony of the Alinsky/Chavez Nonprofit Industrial
Complex in the organized left. We are never going to dismantle capitalist militarism through skillful community
organizing. We need a cultural shift, and we need to show
that other ways of living and struggling are possible. These
projects – opposing the endless wars, demanding a humane
social system that meets the needs of all who live here –
require massive mobilizing with tactics that build on and
evolve from the most successful ones of past movements
rather than recycling them.
SMASH THE STATE! SMASH HETEROPATRIARCHY!

graphic in
solidarity with the
Black Pride 4

Rev. Barber and some others have been touring the
country, meeting with groups – a lot of faith groups, unions,
and presumably some actual poor people - to build for the
campaign. He was out here in December. Last month, I heard
about an organizing meeting to follow up on his visit and
talk about how to build for the Poor People’s Campaign, so
I decided to go.
The meeting was at City of Refuge, a huge church
in South East Oakland, near the Coliseum. I think it’s a
mainly African American church. A bunch of social justice
nonprofits and unions have offices there. When I arrived,
African American women were serving food in the social
hall. Then the meeting started. It was a smaller crowd than I
expected, though not as small as it looked in that enormous
sanctuary, pretty racially mixed, nearly everyone was around
my age, fifties to sixties. One of the ministers of the church,
an African American man, led a prayer and introduced the
lead organizer, a white man from some union, who asked an

5, because otherwise “everyone’s going to want to hang
their ornaments on it.”

Congrats J20 Resisters!
You Fought & You Won

Charges against 11 activists who blocked a commuter train in San Francisco on Inauguration Day were finally dropped
one year later. The district attorney, attempting to pressure the defendants into taking diversion, had threatened draconian
penalties if they were convicted of the misdemeanor charges.
On the same day, charges against 129 people who were arrested during protests in Washington, DC were dismissed.
The u.s. attorney’s office continues to seek multiple felony convictions for 59 of the people swept up in a mass arrest.
The SF J20 Resisters held a victory party on February 3 as a fundraiser for the #BlackPride4, and are continuing to
support the DC defendants.

info@lagai.org 
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Confronting Zionists at SFSU
In November a federal judge announced his intent to
dismiss a lawsuit brought by the Lawfare Project (LP) on
behalf of two Jewish students at San Francisco State (SFSU).
About 100 campus and community activists demonstrated in
support of professor Rabab Abdulhadi, who was also named
in the lawsuit. But the attacks have continued.
In his decision announced in March, federal district
judge William Orrick found that there was no basis for the
lawsuit’s charges of discrimination based on two incidents
-- the exclusion of Hillel, a Jewish, pro-Zionist organization
from the campus “Know Your Rights” fair in February 2017,
and a shortened speech by Jerusalem Mayor Nir Birkat in
April 2016. The Know Your Rights Fair was sponsored by
several student and campus groups, including the Ethnic
Studies Student Association, the Ethnic Studies Department,
and the General Union of Palestinian Students (GUPS).
The judge found that student organizers, not the school,
had denied Hillel a permit to participate in the event, and
the organizers argued that Hillel had missed the filing deadline. They pointed out that another Jewish organization had
participated in the fair. The judge also found no evidence
of discrimination in moving the Birkat speech to a different
venue, as had been done with other controversial speakers.

Jewish Voice for Peace (JVP) issued a statement supporting the GUPS demands, which included the following,
“…At Jewish Voice for Peace, our 14,000 members nationwide are inspired by Jewish values to stand for Palestinian
human rights, and to call for an end to Israel’s human rights
abuses. President Wong’s letter falsely conflates Zionism, a
political ideology regarding the nation-state of Israel, with
the Jewish people, a multinational ethnoreligious group. Not
all Jews support Israel or identify as Zionist.
“…It is worth noting that Hillel does not represent all
Jewish students, and in fact, rejects those who do not adhere to their “Standards of Partnership,” a policy which, in
practice, has meant that events on LGBTQ refugees, civil
rights, and inequality in Israeli society have been banned.
As a result, the Open Hillel movement formed in 2014, and
is active on campuses across the country, to give a voice to
Jewish students who are not represented by Hillel International’s pro-Israel guidelines and policies. President Wong’s
statement perpetuates the harmful myth that Hillel represents
all Jewish students, or that all Jewish students identify as
Zionist and are threatened by activism for Palestinian rights.
This couldn’t be further from the truth.”
Queers Undermining Israeli Terrorism (QUIT!) also
supports the GUPS demands. The QUIT! statement includes,
“…Jewish students, faculty and community members should
be welcomed on campus. Zionism is a racist and colonial
ideology that denies Palestinians their basic human rights
and supports ethnic cleansing to establish a settler state in
Palestine. Just as we would hope that white supremacy is not
welcome on campus, Zionism should not be welcome either.
“As queers, we stand with other Palestine solidarity
groups in demanding human rights and recognition for Palestinians. We support Professor Rabab Abdulhadi, the General
Union of Palestinian Students (GUPS) and the Arab and
Muslim Ethnicities and Diasporas (AMED) Studies program.
When SFSU denies the human rights of Palestinians, and
opens itself to racist ideologies, it denies all of us our rights.”

Berkeley Shellmound -Scott Strikes Again

Rabab Abulhadi at demonstration at federal building
The judge’s order allows the suit to be filed again within
20 days. Meanwhile, on February 1, 2018, the LP filed a
civil rights lawsuit in state court on behalf of the same two
students, against SFSU and the California State University
Board of Trustees.In May 2017, SFSU president leslie wong
issued an apology to “Jewish students” for any possible antiSemitism that may have occurred. On February 23, 2018
wong went further, as he issued another written apology to
Jewish students, including the Hillel organization, and stated
“Let me be clear: Zionists are welcome on our campus.”
Professor Abdulhadi, who has been the target of Zionist
hate speech and posters, as well as being named in the federal lawsuit, responded to wong’s statement, “I consider the
statement below from President Wong, welcoming Zionists
to campus, equating Jewishness with Zionism, and giving
Hillel ownership of campus Jewishness, to be a declaration
of war against Arabs, Muslims, Palestinians and all those
who are committed to an indivisible sense of justice on and
off campus. This includes our sisters and brothers in the Jewish community whose conscience refuses to allow Israel’s
colonialism, racism and occupation –the inherent character
of Zionism—to speak in their name.”
GUPS responded to wong’s statement decrying the
“toxic environment” that has been created on campus by
Zionist attacks. “These past five years have been extremely
difficult on GUPS/AMED [Arab and Muslim Ethnicities
and Diasporas Studies] and allies as we have been constant
targets for racist, Islamophobic, and xenophobic campaigns
to silence our struggle for justice and academic freedom.
President Wong and Administration fail to be accountable for
their complicity in allowing such vile actions to take place
at San Francisco State University. These attacks on students
and faculty come from organizations and people who are
proud self-proclaimed Zionists.”
GUPS further demanded:
1. End the hostile and unsafe work and study environment against Arabs, Muslims and Palestinians at SFSU
campus that intimidate, bully, silence and police scholarship,
teaching and campus protest activists by faculty, staff and
students.
2. Build AMED studies as a viable and stable program
with tenure track faculty, operating budget and full time staff.
3. Immediate and public investigation by an independent panel into the multiple incidents of attacks against
the General Union of Palestinian Students and Dr. Rabab
Abdulhadi.
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Last year, Scott Weiner sponsored SB 35 to fast track
development projects with “affordable housing,” creating
shortcuts around local approval processes. The first use of
the new law is the West Berkeley Shellmound where Ohlone
people and their allies have tried to halt a development project
on the site of the oldest village and cemetery in the SF Bay
Area. Now the years of negotiations, hundreds of letters and
many, many hours of testimony in opposition to the development at meeting after meeting will be scrapped. Weiner said
the West Berkeley development is exactly the sort of project
he had in mind in drafting SB 35. “This is fantastic. The
whole point of the SB 35 was to accelerate the process and
allow the project and move forward that would otherwise be
stymied.” The developer added “affordable” housing to take
advantage of the new law.

Nakba 70
It has been 70 years since the 1947-49 Nakba (catastrophe), in which over 700,000 Palestinians were expelled
from their homes, killed or forced to flee to neighboring
countries, leading up to and following the establishment
of the state of israel. The Nakba includes documented
massacres such as Deir Yassin, on April 9, 1948, and the
destruction of hundreds of Palestinian villages. Nakba
Day is May 15.
In commemoration of the Nakba, and the determination of the Palestinian people for liberation, a series
of events is being planned in the Bay Area. The details
are still being worked out. Information will be available
in April and you can go to the QUIT! website, www.
quitpalestine.org, or the Arab Resource and Organizing
Center (AROC) www.araborganizing.org.

Rojava

continued from page 5

was motivated by a desire to be more inclusive; Yekitiya is
a Kurdish word.) Members of Kongira Star go door to door,
talking to women regardless of whether they are supporters
of the revolution, letting them know about their rights and
the availability of shelters and other services. Because of
this outreach, more and more Arab and Yazidi women have
joined the movement.
Journalist Rahila Gupta traveled to Rojava in March
2016 and toured the network of cooperatives built by the
Women’s Economic Committee of Kongira Star. She quotes
Delal Afrin, head of the Women’s Economic Committee:
“The woman is always oppressed in the presence of the man.
Women still need to defend themselves from male violence.
She cannot really express herself fully and freely yet. This
is why the autonomous women’s organisation, Kongira Star
was started: to build women’s confidence and knowledge. …
Women have to be organised in order to mount an effective
challenge to capitalist modernity.”
It’s hard to believe that Rojava is as utopian as it sounds.
It’s also hard to believe that the u.s. government is sponsoring
a decentralized democratic socialist feminist non-nationalist
and non-state entity. There are also rumors that Rojava is
allied with or support by israel, although the reports I have
seen are questionable: a long article in an israeli defense
newspaper quoting an “unnamed” “Kurdish leader” as saying
“The Kurds have no other friends in the Middle East except
Israel,” smacks of COINTELPRO, but that doesn’t mean it is.
War, however, tends to get in the way of ideological
purity and make for complicated relationships. With Turkey
now bombing Afrin, one of the cantons of Rojava/DFNS,
and the u.s. – its ally – sitting on its hands, how long will the
alliance prevail? Hopefully DFNS will survive long enough
for some of us to go there and see for ourselves.

Corrina Gould, an Ohlone who is co-founder of Indian
People Organizing for Change, said she and other project
opponents were blindsided by the news. “We’re still trying
to figure out how this all happened,” she said. “We agree
that housing should be streamlined, but when it comes to
sacred sites, we as a society should think about things in a
different way. This was the very first place inhabited on the
entire bay — that is something that should be worth saving.”
The resistance to this project will continue.
There will be a spring equinox gathering on March 20
from 8:30 to 9:30 am at the West Berkeley Shellmound site
at Spenger’s parking lot.

Don’t put down the newsletter, you haven’t finished reading it yet! We left out our
analyses of the Oscars and Grammys, so we could put this coupon in. So please don't
forget to send us your address changes, subscribe your friends and send us any spare
money you haven't already sent to the Libby Schaaf Defense Fund.
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________Phone:________________
I moved, so please change my address to:

________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
This person no longer lives here:_____________________. Here is a donation of $________ .
Please send a copy to my friend: _________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Return to: LAGAI, 3543 - 18th Street #26, San Francisco, CA 94110 (510)434-1304, info@lagai.org
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